
EVERYDAY USE BY ALICE WALKER THEME ESSAY

Everyday use by Alice walker deals with a young woman who is trying to find her place in her heritage. The story begins
with Mama and Maggie awaiting the arrival of Dee a college student coming home from college. The change of Dee's
attitude toward her heritage ties in with the.

Dee and Maggie Johnson are sisters who have been raised separately and have distinctly individual
appreciations of their heritage. There are three women in this short story, two sisters and their mother New
York: Prentice Hall,  Dee also proposes to her sister to strive to make something out of herself. Unlike her
sister Maggie who thought it was everything to her. Throughout, heritage develops and remains a central
theme revolving them. She learned how to quilt from her grandmother and aunt who made the quilts.
However, Dee tells Mama and Maggie that they don't understand their "heritage" because Maggie is going to
put the quilts to "everyday use"  Throughout the story three themes consistently show. It was about people
fighting for change and other people who were content with the way things were. Throughout the story, it
reveals an African-American family living in small home and struggling financially. Everyday Uses For Your
Grandmother. Her eldest daughter, Dee, is the first in her family to embrace modernization and to attempt to
improve her way of life Family reunions can be times of great anticipation, excitement and happiness but for
Dee, a young, beautiful, African American and our leading character, it was a reunion with underlying,
unspoken tensions. Through the behavior of these three people Walker is able to clearly show the little things
that separate a real heritage from the assumed fake mask. The other meaning for the word "heritage"
represents the African-American culture. The short story, Everyday Use by Alice Walker. White, David.
Thereafter, Dee and her supposed boyfriend or husband leaves the home. The main characters in this story,
"Mama" and Maggie on one side, Dee on the other, each have opposing views on the value and worth of the
various items in their lives, and the author uses this conflict to make the point that the substance of an object,
and of people, is more important than style In the story there are the characters Mama and Maggie who live in
small home and are struggling financially but understand the true meaning and value of their heritage. To
Mama and Maggie, however, the people you come from and who raised you matter more than a legacy you
read about in books. She has won many awards for her fantastic social and literary works. Maggie was also
intimidated by her sister Dee, when she was afraid to confront her sister about the quilts. Maggie, her youngest
daughter, who still lives at home and understands the family heritage, has been promised the quilts. When her
mother named her Dee, she hated the objects around her for the lack of beauty and style; but when she became
a member of the Nation of Islam and changed her name to Wangero, she sees the quilts as a part of her
heritage. Dee, her oldest daughter who is visiting from college, perceives the quilts as popular fashion and
believes they should undoubtedly be given to her. Maggie Johnson was the youngest of the two daughters, and
her older sister Dee had gone to college and hadn 't been home in over a decade. Many people have a hard
time understanding that someone that is related to them could be so drastically different. They then spend time
together dipping snuff and they become conscious of the fact that they are the ones enjoying their lives as well
as their cherished heritage. Simplicity against complexity. Since it had taken years before coming home, she
embraced the new lingo and style that was demonstrated by the modernized black women then. Dee picked a
new name "Wangero Leewanika Kemanjo" to exorcise the oppression that her old name Dee is associated
with. She accompanied herself with a partner called by an Islamic name, Asalamalakim. Through their actions,
the characters symbolize the three different parts of the mind: the id, the ego, and the superego Meanwhile,
indirect characterization is when the writer shows the characters characterization through their actions. Dee
represents culture in the materialistic and complex context, which ought to be observed and looked upon, but
not experienced. Maggie values the family quilts for their sentiment and usefulness. Women have an equal
share in role taking.


